
Lightning protection

Water outlet

Water outlet

Possible mounting plate
for the lightning protection

Think ahead of assembly which way the water outlets face
Lightning could be fixed to any of the 2 back corners

Pavilion orientation 1
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Place the corners of the Pavilion on its spots

Fixing spots 2



8x wide washer ø8 
 
!!! Do not tighten the screws fully !!!

pack    2.
8x  screw M8x20

Basic frame 3



During assembly use simple portable sawhorse
!!! only place on inner frame parts !!!

inside view

Roof assembly 4



5Roof assembly

inside view

proper corners with the same DOT numbers

NO dot



!!! Do not tighten the screws fully !!!
If the gap is too wide, use temporarily
screws M8x30 ( included in pack )

(4x) 13x  screw M8x25
       13x nut M8 
       26x washer ø8

pack    3.

Place the second 1/4 roof

First 1/4 roof, use wooden log to hold

6Roof assembly



Fill the gaps with silicone

Working on the top of the roof
could be dangerous, place the ring
into the top of the roof and always
move  secured with climbing ropes

When all 4 roof 1/4 are secured
aligne all edges and finally
tighten all screws fully

7Roof assembly



Use masking tape to mask edges of the tape
and paint 2 coats of the 2K paint RAL7024

Apply 2 layers of the tape

8Roof assembly



12x washer ø12
 
!!! NOW tighten all screws fully !!!

12x screw M12x100
pack    1.

Place the roof over the basic frame
and secure with screws

Final assembly 9



10Final assembly 10
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16x wide washer ø8 
16x  screw M8x20
pack    2.
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11Water gutters



Use 2 rivets to each connection between parts 

Use 2 rivets to each connection between parts 

Cut the connection tube

Drill the threads M8 into the upright
for the downpipe holders

Always use silicone between gutters parts
Rivets ø4x10

pack    4.

Water gutters 12



2.1.

First install 4 fascia sets
as last place the edges
bend the edges of it to secure position

pack    2.
16x  screw M8x20
16x wide washer ø8 

Stepped fascia 13



Grounding rod MUST be digged
into the ground fully and placed
as far from Pavilion as possible

Lightning protection 14



Small parts 15

Packs of screws

Silicon
Hanging hook

Tape 10cm, second layer

Tape 10cm, second layer
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